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Over the past several months the Legal and Liability Risk Management Institute has devoted a great deal of
time and resources to improve the quality and user experience with LLRMI online risk management elearning program. We have contracted with Bridge, an established e-learning management company with a
robust background that hosts many of the Ivy League colleges and universities’ e-training programs. Bridge
has many important components which LLRMI felt was necessary to achieve high-level training, multilayered tracking, and many other options to enhance the user experience. We are confident that Bridge will
be a long-term solution for LLRMI to provide online legal and best practices risk management services.

There are several components to Bridge that will simplify the online training experience for agencies and
officers:


Simple sign-up upon receiving an email invitation from Bridge for each officer.



The system provides administrative capabilities that will provide the individual agency with selected
supervisory authorization to assure that personnel are completing the weekly training.



The system will provide e-mail training reminders to staff that training programs are pending as well
as reports to supervisors regarding incomplete trainings.



The Bridge system provides 24/7 user support.



All of LLRMI existing training videos have been migrated over to the Bridge system and we have
already begun populating the platform with new roll-call training for both the road and jail
operation.

We are confident that your agency will find the Bridge e-learning system to be a valuable comprehensive
training and tracking tool and look forward to our continued partnership in providing training to your
agency. Please contact us to be enrolled and begin your training.

Sincerely,
James Alsup-Director
John “Jack” Ryan, Attorney, Co-Director
Lou Reiter, Co-Director
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